
Mitis Health offer a next generation remote reporting solution which allows you 
to stream hospital desktops to any remote location, like a radiologists home, 
without compromising quality, speed or security.
It works in a similar way to popular movie streaming services by streaming the 
data to a doctor in their home or remote location anywhere in the world.

What are the benefits?
The MITIS Solution is an advanced streaming display protocol and not a 
traditional VPN solution, as such, you can harness some unique benefits:
• IMAGE QUALITY – images are Completely Lossless, No Loss in Fidelity
 and Exact Colour Table Replication
• DATA SECURITY – no DICOM studies or patent data leaves the hospital
• CYBER SECURITY – does not expose the hospital to virus, malware or
 malicious code from the home Radiologist
• RCR and NHS ENGLAND COMPLIANT – our trademarked Medical 
 Imaging Display ProtocolTM is the ONLY solution globally to conform to all 
 standards specified by the Royal College of Radiologists and NHS England
• HIGH SPEED – no more slow transfers of large DICOM datasets, resulting 
 in improved radiologist efficiency and faster turnaround times
• REMOTE REPORTING – tested over 1000s of miles/km away from the 
 PACS/RIS Servers, so you can ultilise capacity from anywhere at anytime

What is the MITIS Health Solution
and how does it work?

Specialists in
Medical Grade Virtual Desktops



Some of our feedback

How do I find out more?

Other VDI solutions vs Mitis Health
Traditional VDI solutions compromise quality, patient safety, patient data, cyber 
security and can reduce turnaround times.
We have designed our environment specifically for medical imaging and unlike 
other VDI solutions, we support the use of Primary Diagnostics. 
The MITIS Health unique Medical Imaging Display Protocol™ is able to repro-
duce equivalence to an in-hospital reporting experience from a doctors home, 
wherever it may be, whilst retaining the same image fidelity, lossless imaging and 
colour table replication.

For further information, book a demo or arrange a Test Drive,
contact: enquiries@mitis.health

We have felt the challenges of remote diagnosis for many
years and Covid-19 has highlighted how current solutions in the market 
often do not address the very specific needs of a radiology department.
Since using the MITIS solution we have been able to provide the high 
level of quality remote diagnosis with an in-hospital experience housed 

in a secure and easy to use solution.
MITIS Health presented our hospital with an easy to use and powerful 
remote reporting solution during Covid-19, when we needed it the most 

for our staff and patients.
Dr Andrew Gogbashian MBBS MRCS FRCR,

Consultant Oncological Radiologist,
Lead Radiologist for CT, Mount Vernon Cancer Centre

As a Clinical Radiologist with experience of working in a
busy acute hospital setting, I understand what you need in a remote 
reporting solution to allow you to maintain the best care for patients, 

these include speed, ease of use, zero image degradation and
complete data security.

It is important to know that wherever you are in the world you are able to 
offer the same patient care with no compromise on these requirements.

I have confidence that the MITIS Solution can provide all of this and 
conforms to the strict requirements of the Royal College of Radiologists 
and GDPR. In my view, this technology is a game changer for remote 

desktops and radiology reporting. This technology is the future.
Dr Ram Senasi MBBS MRCS FRCR, Radiologist within the NHS
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

Click Here to
Book a Test Drive!


